R-507
MID-SIDE UNIT
REAL Innovation

ARREL Audio Overview
ARREL Audio products, conceived for the professional user, combines
high reliability, rugged design, audio quality, versatility and ease of use.
They are perfect for recording every kind of music in all the situations where
the maximum sound quality is needed especially for actual digital recording
24bit/192kHz environments where superior performance is required.
They are based on the use of the latest circuit topologies, characterized by
very low distortion, ultra-low noise and very wide frequency response.
ARREL Audio systems are designed and hand-assembled in Italy with
minimum cabling to obtain the best mechanical performances and the
minum degradation of the audio signal .
ARREL audio devices are designed utilizing mostly through-hole tecnhnology which provides better performances when compared to surface mount
technology. Moreover, no custom electronic components are used in ARREL
Audio units.Our aim is to transfer technology emerging from research in
advanced innovative products.
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The ARREL Audio R-507 is a new MID-SIDE unit characterized by an
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outstanding sound quality and a number of new functions that are not
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available on other MID-SIDE units on the market. At present the R-507 is the
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first MID-SIDE unit available for the 500 series.
On top of its amazing sound quality, the R-507 MS unit features a unique set
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of functions.
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The mode switch permits the use of the MID/SIDE unit in three different
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operative modes: L/R --> MID/SIDE where the M/S coding function is used
(broadcast applications), L/R --> L/R, in this case the coding and decoding
INSERT
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function are used (typically mastering applications) and M/S --> L/R, in this
case the decoding function is used (useful in recording apps).
The unit is equipped with a solo function. This function is of primary importance for checking the effects on the inserts and to
check the original sound field when MID/SIDE recording is used. The ON led blink and changes its color to indicate the activation of the solo function.
The R-507 is equipped also with a flexible metering system (VU). The scale is extended to +9 VU in order to measure up to +13
dBu so we can check the level of the typical reference on the dBFS scale of the converter. The VU meter can be switched for
level measurements of the input, the output or of the MID and SIDE channels.
The main functions on the SIDE channel are: Send gain to obtain the maximum Signal to Noise ratio in the insert audio path.
This fact is important when compressors/limiters are used as inserts in the SIDE audio path, High frequency BAX (Baxandall)
filter (1.2, 4, 15 KHz), with emphasis/de-enphasis control over 8dB of dynamic range, HPF filter with 30-400 Hz (12 dB/Oct)
control knob, Solo pre or post on the Side channel. Selectable INSERT points (insert switch) are available to connect outboards
on the front panel (Bantam connectors) in order to elaborate the MID and SIDE channels. Wet and dry signals from the SIDE
and MID channel can be mixed together. A very important function of the R-507 is the TRIM push button that permits a fine
adjustment of the stereo width. The ON push button is used to activate the unit (LED PERMANENTLY ON).
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±16 VDC, very low power supply currents with respect to the 500
series standard
Electronically Balanced,
Input
Impedance 20KΩ,
Input Level +4dBu, Max +24 dBu.
Electronically Balanced,
Output Level
Level +4 dBu, Max +26 dBu,
Output Impedance 100 Ω
Bandwidth
5 - 200.000 Hz -1dB, perfect square wave up to 20 KHz
Distortion + Noise
<0.005% ( typical 0.001 %).
BAX high frequency filter with 3 frequencies (1.2 kHz, 4 kHz, 15
L-R Filters
kHz), emphasis/de-emphasis +/- 8 dB
HPF (LO-CUT): 30-400 Hz
MODE SWITCH
SOLO SWITCH
VU METER SWITCH
HPF (LO-CUT) SWITCH
HPF KNOB
BAX SWITCH
Front Panel Controls BAX KNOB
MID/SIDE DRY-WET KNOBS
STEREO WIDTH KNOB
TRIM PUSH BUTTON
SIDE LEVEL KNOB
MID/SIDE INSERT PUSH BUTTONS
SIDE PRE/POST SOLO SWITCH
Front Panel Indicators Two 10 led bar graph display
Rear Panel Input
500 series compatible connector (two standard units)
Connectors
Compliant 500-series rack with PSU and external audio
Construction
connections,
Two 500-series rack slots are required for each R-507 module.
Dimensions
Series 500 compatible double module
Weight
500 g
Power Supply

The information contained in this document has been carefully checked and we believed is accurate at the time of publication.
In any case, we do not assume any responsibility for inaccuracies, errors or omissions nor any liability for any loss or damage resulting either
directly or indirectly from use of the information contained in this manual.
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